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ABSTRACT: We determine all the correlators of theH+3 model on a disc withAdS2-brane bound-
ary conditions in terms of correlators of Liouville theory on a disc with FZZT-brane boundary
conditions. We argue that the Cardy-Lewellen constraints are weaker in theH+3 model than in
rational conformal field theories due to extra singularities of the correlators, but strong enough to
uniquely determine the bulk two-point function on a disc. Weconfirm our results by detailed anal-
yses of the bulk-boundary two-point function and of the boundary two-point function. In particular
we find that, although the target space symmetry preserved byAdS2-branes is the groupSL(2;R),
the open string states between two distinct parallelAdS2-branes belong to representations of the
universal covering group.
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1. Introduction and summary

String theory inAdS3 plays an important rôle in building string theory models ofblack holes and
cosmology, and in theAdS/CFT correspondence. TheAdS3 space-time is interesting because it
is Lorentzian, non-compact, and curved; the theory is nevertheless expected to be tractable thanks
to the s`2 affine symmetry. However, the Lorentzian feature is still a major technical hurdle. It
can be avoided by Wick rotation, which makes space-time Euclidean while still non-compact and
curved, and relates the theory to theH+3 model, i.e. string theory in the EuclideanAdS3, which
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still has thes`2 symmetry. Solving theH+3 model is therefore a crucial technical step in the study
of string theory inAdS3. By solving the model we mean determining its spectrum and arbitrary
correlators on arbitrary Riemann surfaces. As was shown in [1, 2], the partition function and the
correlators can be defined, and in a few simple cases computed, within a path integral formula-
tion. TheH+3 model has also been studied using the conformal bootstrap formalism [3], which
exploits consistency constraints (like crossing symmetry) on these correlators. These consistency
constraints were shown to be sufficient for fully determining the correlators of theH+3 model on a
sphere, and explicitly computing the three-point function[4, 5].

The usefulness of the conformal bootstrap formalism for theH+3 model on a sphere was not
obvious from the start, since the formalism was developed for rational conformal field theories
whereas theH+3 model is a non-rational CFT with a continuous spectrum. However, this formalism
also brought about significant progress in the case of Liouville theory on the sphere and on the disc.
Liouville theory is a simpler non-rational CFT which can be considered as solved in the sense of
the bootstrap formalism, because some elementary correlators were explicitly computed, in terms
of which all the other correlators can in principle be deduced.

Encouraged by these examples, one might expect theH+3 model on a disc to be solvable
by means of the conformal bootstrap formalism. As was first noticed in [6], there is however
a problem due to the presence of singularities in some correlators. These singularities weaken
the Cardy-Lewellen constraints [7, 8], i.e. the conformal bootstrap equations on the disc. Such
singularities are a consequence of thes`2 symmetry of the model and are therefore also present in
theH+3 model on the sphere, where they can however be circumvented by analytic continuation.

We will show how theH+3 model on the disc can be solved in spite of these singularities. The
main tool which enables us to analyze the singularities and solve the model is theH+3 -Liouville
relation, which was first established in the case of the sphere [9]. In particular, our main result is
a formula (3.18) for arbitrary correlators of theH+3 model at levelk > 2 on the disc, in terms
of correlators of Liouville theory at parameterb2 = (k � 2)�1 on the disc. Schematically, (3.18)
reads:* nYa=1�ja mYb=1 rb�1;b	`brb;b+1+ / * nYa=1 V�a mYb=1 sb�1;b (B�b)sb;b+1 n0Ya0=1V� 12b m0Yb0=1B� 12b+ ; (1.1)

where�ja;	`b areH+3 bulk and boundary fields with spinsja; `b respectively,V�a ; B�b corre-
sponding Liouville bulk and boundary fields with corresponding momenta�a; �b respectively, andV� 12b ; B� 12b are extra degenerate Liouville fields. The boundary conditions are maximally sym-

metric in both theories, they correspond toAdS2 branes [10] inH+3 with parametersr and FZZT
branes [11, 12] in Liouville theory with parameterss = r2�b � i4b . We are able to prove the for-
mula for all correlators which do not involve boundary condition changing operators, leaving the
remaining cases as a strongly supported conjecture. We alsoreformulate our result suitably for its
application to theSL(2;R)=U(1) coset model (3.32).

Since all Liouville correlators on the disc are known in principle, ourH+3 -Liouville relation
on the disc amounts to a solution of theH+3 model on the disc. For some correlators, the confor-
mal blocks are simple enough that explicit expressions can be found. We will write such explicit
expressions in the cases of the boundary two-point function(Section 4) and the bulk-boundary two-
point function (Section 5). These special cases will allow us to perform some consistency checks:
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comparing the boundary two-point function with predictions of the classicalH+3 model and with
N=2 Liouville theory, and the bulk-boundary two-point function with a minisuperspace analysis.

Finding the boundary two-point function amounts to determining the spectrum of open strings
stretched between twoAdS2 branes. In the case when these two branes are different, we encounter
a surprise: our results are incompatible with theSL(2;R) symmetry which was previously assumed
for this system, and show that the correct symmetry group is the universal covering groupfSL(2;R).

The Section 2 and the Appendix provide supporting material on theH+3 model, special func-
tions, and Liouville theory.

2. The H+3 model: state of the art

Let us review known results about theH+3 model on Riemann surfaces without boundaries, or with
boundaries defined byAdS2 branes.

2.1 Bulk H+3 model

The spaceH+3 is a three-dimensional hyperboloid, or equivalently the space of(2 � 2) Hermite
matricesh with unit determinant and positive trace:x20 � x21 � x22 � x23 = 1 ; x0 > 0 ; h =  x0 + x3 x1 � ix2x1 + ix2 x0 � x3 ! : (2.1)

TheH+3 model at levelk on a two-dimensional Riemann surface� parametrized byz can be
defined by the WZW-like action [2] of a matrix fieldh(z; �z),SH [h℄ = k2� Z� d2zTr[h�1�hh�1 ��h℄ + k12�i Z��1�Tr(h�1dh)3 : (2.2)

TheH+3 model is therefore a sigma-model with the manifoldH+3 as target space, and a non-trivialB-field. One often parametrizesH+3 by coordinates�; ; � ash =  1 0 1! e� 00 e��! 1 �0 1! =  e� e��e� e�� + e��! : (2.3)

In terms of these coordinates the action becomesSH = k� Z d2z ������+ e2�� ���� : (2.4)

The symmetry of theH+3 model includes theSL(2; C ) isometry group of theH+3 mani-
fold. The action of anSL(2; C ) group elementg on H+3 is g � h � ghgy, so the elementg = �id =  �1 00 �1! acts trivially onH+3 . Thus the non-trivially acting isometry group is

actuallySL(2; C )=Z2 ' SO(1; 3). The isometry groupSO(1; 3) also follows from the definition
of H+3 as an hyperboloid.
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In the “minisuperspace” limit [13], which involves sendingthe levelk to infinity, the spectrum
of the model reduces to the space of functions on theH+3 manifold parametrized by(�; ; �). This
minisuperspace spectrum is generated by the following functions:�j(xjh) = 2j + 1�  [�x 1 ℄h"��x1 #!2j = 2j + 1� �j � xj2e� + e���2j ; (2.5)

where delta-function normalizability requiresj 2 �12 + iR. This numberj is the spin of anSL(2; C ) representation; states belonging to the same representation are parametrized by the isospin

variablex 2 C . The behaviour of�j under anSL(2; C ) transformationg =  � � Æ ! is�j(xjg � h) = jx� Æj4j�j(g � xjh) ; g � x = �x� �x� Æ : (2.6)

The spectrum of the quantumH+3 model [2, 4] can formally be built from the minisuperspace
spectrum by acting with oscillators encoding the worldsheet z-dependence, which amounts to ex-
tending the representations of the groupSL(2; C ) into representations of the corresponding loop
group. The set of physical representations itself does not change; unless specified otherwise our
integrals on the spinj will be over this setj 2 �12 + iR. The conformal weight of the primary
field�j(xjz) built from the classical field�j(xjh) is (using the notationb2 = (k � 2)�1)�j = �b2j(j + 1) = �j(j + 1)k � 2 : (2.7)

The symmetry algebra of theH+3 model is (after complexification) the affine Lie algebras`2� s`2
generated by the modes of the currentsJ = k�hh�1; �J = kh�1 ��h. This symmetry results in
the correlators obeying the Knizhnik–Zamolodchikov equations, which we will recall and use in
section 3. For now, let us write the consequences of the global symmetry groupSL(2; C ):* nYa=1 g � �ja(xajza)+ = * nYa=1�ja(xajza)+ ; (2.8)

where theSL(2; C ) transformation of the quantum field is defined byg � �j(xjz) � jx� Æj4j�j(g � xjz) : (2.9)

Due to this simple transformation law, the isospin variablex is very convenient for the study of theSL(2; C ) symmetry. But for the purpose of writingH+3 correlators in terms of Liouville correlators
it is more convenient to use the Fourier-transformed�-basis [9]�j(�jz) = 1� j�j2j+2 ZC d2x e�x����x�j(xjz) : (2.10)

And for the purpose of comparing theH+3 model with N=2 supersymmetric Liouville theory, we
will need them-basis�jm �m(z) = Z d2xjxj2x�j+m�x�j+�m�j(xjz) = N jm �m Z d2�j�j2��m��� �m�j(�jz) ; (2.11)
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where the physical values ofm; �m and the normalizationN jm �m arem = n+ ip2 ; �m = �n+ ip2 ; (n; p) 2 Z� R; N jm �m = �(�j +m)�(j + 1� �m) : (2.12)

Some basic correlators of theH+3 model on a sphere can be written explicitly. The bulk two-point
function is
�j1(�1jz1)�j2(�2jz2)� = jz2 � z1j�4�j1 j�1j2Æ(2)(�2 + �1)� �Æ(j2 + j1 + 1) +RH(j1)Æ(j2 � j1)� ; (2.13)

where we introduce the bulk reflection coefficientRH(j) such that�j(�jz) = RH(j)��j�1(�jz) ; RH(j) = b�2� 1�b2(b2)��(2j+1) (+2j + 1)(�b2(2j + 1)) : (2.14)

The bulk three-point function [4] is here written in the�-basis in a manifestly reflection-covariant
way [14]:* 3Ya=1�ja(�ajza)+ = Æ(2)(P�a)jz12j2�312 jz13j2�213 jz23j2�123DH� j1 j2 j3�1 �2 �3 �CH(j1; j2; j3) ;DH = j�1j2j1+2j�2j2j1 X�=� j1;j2j�3 �����2�3 ����2j�3 2F1�j1 � j2 � j�3 ; j1 + j2 � j�3 + 1;�2j�3 ;��3�2 � ;CH = � 12�2b "(b2)b2�2b2� #�2��ji �0b(0)�b(�b(j123 + 1))�(�j123 � 1)� �b(�b(2j1 + 1))�b(�b(2j2 + 1))�b(�b(2j3 + 1))�b(�bj312)�(�j312) �b(�bj213)�(�j213) �b(�bj123)�(�j123) : (2.15)

Notations:

8>>><>>>:�312 = �j1 +�j2 ��j3 ; j312 = j1 + j2 � j3; j123 = j1 + j2 + j3;j+ = j; j� = �j � 1; 2F1(a; b; ; z) = F (a; b; ; z)F (a; b; ; �z);j1;j2j3 = �(�j123 � 1)�(�j123)�(�j213)�(j312 + 1)(2j3 + 1):
The special functions and�b are defined in the Appendix. The reflection covariance of thisex-
pression follows from the reflection invariance ofDH , and the reflection behaviourCH(j1; j2; j3) =RH(j3)CH(j1; j2;�j3 � 1).

The four-point function of theH+3 model has been shown to be crossing symmetric [5]. This
means that it can be deduced from the three-point structure constantCH in two different ways:* 4Ya=1�ja(�ajza)+ = Z djs CH(j1; j2; js) CH(�js � 1; j3; j4) Gsjs(jaj�ajza) (2.16)= Z djt CH(j1; j4; jt) CH(�jt � 1; j2; j3) Gtjt(jaj�ajza) ; (2.17)

where thes and t-channel conformal blocksGsjs(jaj�ajza) andGtjt(jaj�ajza) are entirely deter-

mined by the affines`2 symmetry and thus in principle known before solving the model. This
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crossing symmetry relation should be viewed as a constrainton the three-point structure constantCH . Exploiting very special cases of this constraint was enough to unambiguously determineCH
[4]. That this unique solution turned out to satisfy the fullcrossing symmetry was an additional
non-trivial check.

2.2 Euclidean AdS2 branes

EuclideanAdS2 branes preserve anSL(2;R) subgroup of the bulk symmetry groupSL(2; C ) [10].
The geometry of these D-branes is defined by the equationTr 
h = 2 sinh r ; (2.18)

for r a real parameter, and
 a Hermitian matrix which determines the relevantSL(2;R) subgroup

as the set ofSL(2; C ) matrices such thatgy
g = 
. For definiteness we choose
 =  0 11 0!, in

which case theSL(2;R) subgroup is the set of matricesg =  a i�ib d ! ; ad� b = 1; a; b; ; d 2 R : (2.19)

In the minisuperspace limit, the spectrum of open strings onanAdS2 brane reduces to the space
of functions on the corresponding two-dimensional submanifold of H+3 . The minisuperspace spec-
trum is generated by the functions:	`(tjh) =  [ it 1 ℄h"�it1 #!` ; (2.20)

where the boundary spiǹbelongs to�12 + iR, and the boundary isospin ist 2 R. (For more
details see Appendix A.2 of [10].) UnderSL(2;R) transformations we have	`(tjg � h) = jt� dj2`	`(g � tjh) ; g � t = at� b�t+ d : (2.21)

The spectrum of the quantum model is generated by corresponding boundary fields	`(tjw) withw a real coordinate on the worldsheet boundary, which transform asg �	`(tjw) � jt� dj2`	`(g � tjw) : (2.22)

There also existSL(2;R) representations whose fields would behave asg � 	`(tjw) = jt �dj2`sgn(�t + d)	`(g � tjw), but such fields do not appear in the minisuperspace spectrumofAdS2 branes and we assume that they are absent from the exact spectrum as well. We will naturally
assume that correlators involving boundary fields preservetheSL(2;R) symmetry:* nYa=1 g � �ja(xajza) mYb=1 g �	`b(tbjwb)+ = * nYa=1�ja(xajza) mYb=1	`b(tbjwb)+ : (2.23)

We will also be interested in boundary condition changing fieldsr0	`(tjw)r describing open strings
stretched between twoAdS2 branes with different parametersr; r0. We will see in Section 4 that
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the symmetry properties of these fields are significantly more complicated. So in the present review
section we focus on the already well-understoodr-preserving fields.

Thet-basis boundary fields we have considered so far are useful for the study of theSL(2;R)
symmetry. When it comes to theH+3 -Liouville relation, it is more convenient to use the following�-basis fields: 	`(�jw) = j�j`+1 ZR dt ei�t	`(tjw) : (2.24)

The relation with theSL(2;R)=U(1) coset and N=2 Liouville theory is more naturally expressed
using them-basis fields, which diagonalize thet-dilatations and�-dilatations:	m̀;� = Z 1�1 dt jtj�`�1+msgn�(t)	`(t) (2.25)= Nm̀;� Z d�j�j j�j�msgn�(�)	`(�) ; (2.26)

where physical values ofm are pure imaginary, and we define� 2 f0; 1g ; Nm̀;� = 2i��(�`+m) sin �2 (�`� 1 +m� �) : (2.27)

The boundary two-point function of open strings living on a singleAdS2 brane of parameterr is
known to be [10]1D	`1(t1jw1)	`2(t2jw2)Er = jw12j�2�`1� 12� hÆ(`1 + `2 + 1)Æ(t12) + Æ(`1 � `2) ~RHr (`1)jt12j2`1i (2.28)

or equivalentlyD	`1(�1jw1)	`2(�2jw2)Er = jw12j�2�`1� j�1jÆ(�1 + �2) �Æ(`1 + `2 + 1) +RHr (`1)Æ(`1 � `2)� : (2.29)

TheH+3 boundary “reflection number”~RHr (`) is related to theH+3 boundary reflection coefficientRHr (`) by ~RHr (`) = �sin�` 1�(2`+ 1)RHr (`) : (2.30)

The quantityRHr (`) deserves to be called the boundary reflection coefficient because of its rôle in
the simple reflection property of the�-basis field,	`(�jw) = RHr (`)	�`�1(�jw) : (2.31)

Explicitly, RHr (`) can be written in terms of the Liouville boundary reflection coefficient (A.17),
provided the Liouville parameter is chosen asb = (k � 2)�1=2:RHr (`) = RLr2�b� i4b ; r2�b+ i4b �b(`+ 1) + 12b� : (2.32)

1Our formulas agree with [10] only up to renormalization of the boundary fields.
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This relation between theH+3 and Liouville boundary reflection coefficients is not surprising given
the relationRH(j) = RL(b(j + 1) + 12b ) [9] between bulk reflection coefficients; the boundary
relation actually follows from the relation between the boundary states of theAdS2 brane inH+3
and the FZZT brane in Liouville theory [15], via the computation of the annulus amplitude.

Another known useful correlator is the bulk one-point function [10, 16]
�j(xjz)�r = 1jz � �zj2�j ���b2(�b2)�j+ 12 (8b2)� 14� jx+ �xj2j�(1 + b2(2j + 1))e�r(2j+1)sgn(x+�x); (2.33)
�j(�jz)�r = 1jz � �zj2�j ���b2(�b2)�j+ 12 (8b2)� 14� j�jÆ(<�)�(2j + 1)�(1 + b2(2j + 1)) osh(2j + 1)(r � i�2 sgn=�) : (2.34)

3. H+3 correlators on a disc

Here we will study arbitraryH+3 correlators on a disc. We will express them in terms of Liouville
correlators, which we consider as known quantities. The useof Liouville correlators will become
natural after we recall that the Knizhnik–Zamolodchikov equations, which follow from the assump-
tion that ourH+3 correlators preserve the affine Lie algebra symmetry of the model, are equivalent
to the Belavin–Polyakov–Zamolodchikov equations satisfied by certain Liouville correlators. Due
to the existence of singularities, the KZ equations together with the usual factorization axioms are
not enough for fully determining theH+3 correlators; we will introduce the additional assumption
of continuity at the singularities. Then we will exhibit a solution eq. (3.18) of all these require-
ments in terms of Liouville correlators. In the case of the bulk two-point function on the disc, we
will prove that this solution is unique, even though our continuity assumption is weaker than the
usual assumptions of the conformal bootstrap formalism.

3.1 Axioms for H+3 correlators on a disc

3.1.1 Symmetry requirements

We have already written the globalSL(2;R) symmtry condition (2.23) forH+3 correlators on a
disc. Here we concentrate on the KZ equations, which follow from the locals`2 symmetry. It
was shown in [15] that the gluing conditions for theAdS2 branes are trivial in the�-basis, which
implies that the disc correlators satisfiy the same KZ equations as the sphere correlators obtained
by the “doubling trick”,* nYa=1�ja(�ajza) mYb=1	`b(�bjwb)+dis ! * nYa=1 ��ja(�ajza)�ja(��aj�za)� mYb=1�`b(�bjwb)+sphere :(3.1)

The KZ equations for a bulk correlator
Hn = 
Qna=1 �ja(�ajza)� are:0�(k � 2) ��za +Xb6=a 2t3at3b � t�a t+b � t+a t�bza � zb 1A
Hn = 0 ;8><>: t+a = �at3a = �a ���at�a = �a �2��2a � ja(ja+1)�a : (3.2)
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The power of these equations comes from the fact that they arefirst order differential equations inza. So if we know a correlator at some value ofz1 or in some limit sayz1 ! z2, then the ��z1
KZ equation determines that correlator for all values ofz1, provided no singularities are met on the
way.

Explicit solutions of the KZ equations are known only in a fewcases, some of which we will
see in Sections 4 and 5. For our present purposes, it will however be enough to solve the KZ
equations in terms of Liouville correlators and conformal blocks. This is possible thanks to the
KZ-BPZ relation [9, 17], which relates the KZ equations for our H+3 disc correlators to the BPZ
equations satisfied by certain Liouville disc correlators.We will denote this as a relation' betweenH+3 and Liouville disc correlators. (The KZ and BPZ equations donot depend on the boundary
conditions, which are therefore omitted in the following formula.)* nYa=1�ja(�ajza) mYb=1	`b(�bjwb)+ ' Æ (2Pna=1<�a +Pmb=1�b) juj j�n;mj k�22�* nYa=1 V�a(za) mYb=1B�b(wb) n0Ya0=1V� 12b (ya0) m0Yb0=1B� 12b (yb0)+ ; (3.3)

where theH+3 model at levelk is related to Liouville theory at parameterb, background chargeQ
and central chargeL withb2 = 1k � 2 ; Q = b+ 1b ; L = 1 + 6Q2 : (3.4)

TheH+3 spinsj; ` are related to Liouville momenta�; � as� = b(j + 1) + 12b ; � = b(`+ 1) + 12b : (3.5)

Then0 bulk degenerate Liouville fieldsV� 12b andm0 boundary fieldsB� 12b are introduced at po-
sitions determined by Sklyanin’s change of variables, which changes the isospin variables�a; �b
subject to the condition2Pna=1 <�a +Pmb=1 �b = 0 (from globals`(2) symmetry) into the vari-
ablesya0 ; yb0 defined as the2n0 +m0 = 2n+m� 2 zeroes of the function'(t) = nXa=1 �at� za + nXa=1 ��at� �za + mXb=1 �bt�wb ; (3.6)

plus one real variable u = 2 nXa=1<(�aza) + mXb=1 �bwb : (3.7)

The prefactor�n;m is written in terms ofZ = (za; �za; wb) andYd = (ya0 ; �ya0 ; yb0) as�n;m = Q<0�2n+m(Z � Z0)Qd<d0�2n+m�2(Yd � Yd0)Q2n+m=1 Q2n+m�2d=1 (Z � Yd) : (3.8)

We just provided enough data to make the relation (3.3) between KZ and BPZ equations explicit.
Let us give more details on some relevant aspects and implications of this relation.
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A closer look at Sklyanin’s separation of variables. There is in general no explicit formula for
the degenerate field positionsy as functions of the isospin variables�; �. However, the definition
of y as zeroes of a function'(t) (3.6) can be reformulated as'(t) = uQ2n+m�2d=1 (t� Yd)Q2n+m=1 (t� Z) ; (3.9)

which by taking the limitt! za or t! wb provides an explicit formula for�a or �b in terms ofy:�a = u Q2n+m�2d=1 (za � Yd)(za � �za)Qa0 6=a�n(za � za0)(za � �za0)Qmb=1(za �wb) ;�b = u Q2n+m�2d=1 (wb � Yd)Qna=1 jwb � zaj2Qb0 6=b�m(wb � wb0) : (3.10)

Singularities of KZ solutions. The KZ-BPZ relation (3.3) allows us to easily study the singular-
ities of the KZ solutions, because the Liouville correlators on the right hand-side are singular if and
only if Liouville fields collide with each other or with the boundary. If such a collision involves
only the fieldsV�a(za) andB�b(wb), then the corresponding singularity atza = za0 ; za = �za orwb = wb0 is the power-like singularity expected from theH+3 model on general grounds.

However, extra singularities occur where degenerate Liouville fieldsV� 12b (ya0) (orB� 12b (yb0))
are involved. If such a degenerate field comes close toV�a(za) (or B�b(wb)), then'(t) loses its
pole att = za which implies�a = 0 (respectively,�b = 0). Such singularities will play no signifi-
cant rôle in the following, and should be considered as artefacts of the�-basis. On the other hand,
singularities arising from collision of two boundary degenerate fields to become one bulk degener-
ate fieldB� 12bB� 12b ! V� 12b (or vice versa) will play a crucial rôle2; in the following we will al-

ways refer to these singularities when writing about singularities ofH+3 correlators. Let us explain
their importance in the case of the bulk two-point function on the disc


�j1(�1jz1)�j2(�2jz2)�.
(This case was already studied in [15].)

Given
P2a=1 <�a = 0, the function'(t) =P2a=1 � �at�za + ��at��za� has two zeroes. If they are

both real, they correspond to two Liouville degenerate boundary fields in a correlatorDV�1(z1)V�2(z2)B� 12b (y1)B� 12b (y2)E: we call this situation theboundary regime. If they are
complex conjugate, they define the position of one Liouvilledegenerate bulk field in a correlatorDV�1(z1)V�2(z2)V� 12b (y1)E: we call this thebulk regime. The positions of the Liouville fields

involved in the KZ-BPZ relation (3.3) in the case of theH+3 bulk two-point function on the disc
can be depicted as:

+ z1 + z2
b
y1

b
y2

Boundary regime

+ z1 + z2

b

Singularity

+ z1 + z2

b y1
Bulk regimej�1j+j�2jj�1+�2j1 +1 z = ��� z1��z2z1�z2 ���| |

(3.11)

2Such singularities are presumably equivalent to the “z = x” singularity in Fateev and Zamolodchikov’s KZ-BPZ
relation [18] in thex-basis.
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This singularity is significant because it separates two regimes which are not otherwise connected,
since the cross-ratioz takes real values. This is in contrast to the similar singularity which ap-
pears in theH+3 four-point function on a sphere. The related Liouville correlator is in that caseDQ4a=1 V�a(za) V� 12b (y1)V� 12b (y2)E, and one can go around the singularityy1 = y2 by movingy1; y2 in the Riemann sphere.

3.1.2 Factorization axioms

Factorization is a standard axiom of quantum field theory. Itstates that in the limit where two of the
fields come close, the correlator


Qna=1 �ja(�ajza)Qmb=1	`b(�bjwb)� reduces to lower correlators
determined by the operator product expansion of the two fields. We of course assume thatH+3
correlators obey such factorization axioms. Note that factorization will only require taking limits
of the worldsheet positionsza; wb of the fields, while their isospin variables�a; �b are kept fixed
and arbitrary.

Depending on the nature of the two fields which come close, there are three types of fac-
torization, which correspond to inserting the three types of operator product expansions into the
correlators :� Bulk OPE:�j1(�1jz1)�j2(�2jz2) �z12!0 Z dj Z d2�j�j2 jz � z1j4�j
�j1(�1jz1)�j2(�2jz2)��j�1(��jz)�� ��j(�jz1) +O(z12)� ; (3.12)� Bulk-boundary OPE:�j(�jz) �z��z!0 Z d` Z d�j�j jw � zj2�`D�j(�jz)	�`�1(��jw)Er � �r	`(�jz)r +O(z � �z)� ; (3.13)� Boundary OPE:r1	`1(�1jw1)r	`2(�2jw2)r2 �w12!0 Z d` d�j�j jw � w1j2�`Dr1	`1(�1jw1)r	`2(�2jw2)r2	�`�1(��jw)r1E� �r1	`(�jw1)r2 +O(w12)� : (3.14)

(Note that the OPEs do not depend on the choice of the auxiliary worldsheet variablesz; w.)
We can formally write these OPEs without knowing the three basic correlators (bulk three-

point, bulk-boundary two-point, boundary three-point functions); on the other hand we rely on the
previous knowledge of the bulk and boundary spectra and two-point functions3 eq. (2.13,2.29).

Once inserted into a correlator, such an OPE should be considered as a formal limit, since the
correctionsO(z12) to one termj can be dominant with respect to the leading contribution�j0(�jz1)
of another termj0 of higher conformal dimension. This formal limit consists in focussing on the
contribution of primary fields, and the corrections correspond to descendants. Such corrections are
in principle determined by the symmetry of the model, in our case the affine Lie algebra symmetry.

3Although we do not yet know the spectrum of boundary fieldsr1	`(�jw)r2 whenr1 6= r2, we assume that such
fields are parametrized by the same values of` and� as in the caser1 = r2, and do not have additional indices.
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Factorization and Cardy-Lewellen formalism. We now discuss the crucial issue of the strength
of the factorization constraints, i.e. in which measure they determine the correlators. First note that
if the sum over all descendant contributions converged for any values of the worldsheet variables,
then the correlators would be fully determined by their behaviour in one given factorization limit.
For example, we would fully know the bulk two-point functionon the disc thanks to the limit where
it reduces to the known bulk three-point function on a sphereand bulk one-point function on the
disc:
�j1(�1jz1)�j2(�2jz2)�r �z12!0 Z dj Z d2�j�j2 jz � z1j4�j
�j1(�1jz1)�j2(�2jz2)��j�1(��jz)�� �
�j(�jz1)�r +O(z12)� (3.15)

We could now study

�j1(�1jz1)�j2(�2jz2)�r in the limit z1 ! �z1. Whether it would factorize or

not would be a consistency test on the bulk three-point and disc one-point functions. If the test was
passed, we could then deduce the bulk-boundary two-point function. Such constraints and relations
for structure constants were systematically studied by Cardy and Lewellen [7, 8].

The Cardy-Lewellen formalism actually applies in the casesof Liouville theory and of theH+3 model on the sphere. In the latter case, the sums of descendant contributions however do
not converge for all values of the worldsheet variablesz (as is apparent from the existence of
singularities), but only in neighbourhoods of the various factorization limits. But the affine Lie
algebra symmetry which in principle determines these sums actually yields a more powerful tool:
the KZ equations. These equations can be used to analytically continue the correlators in regions
where the sums of descendants do not converge.

On the disc however, theH+3 bulk two-point function is not fully determined by its behaviour
nearz12 ! 0, because as shown in the picture (3.11) it is impossible to goaround the singularity.
We would need as additional data the behaviour nearz1 � �z1 ! 0, and therefore the (as yet
unknown) bulk-boundary two-point function4. In terms of sums of descendants, the situation is
presumably the following: the sum of descendants in the bulk-boundary OPE converges nearz1 =�z1 and in the vicinity (up to the singularity), and therefore inthe boundary regime. The sum of
descendants in the bulk OPE converges nearz1 = z2 and in the vicinity (up to the singularity),
and therefore in the bulk regime. But the strength of the Cardy-Lewellen constraints relies on the
existence of an overlap between the domains of convergencesof these two OPEs. Such an overlap
is absent in our case, as opposed to the case of the bulk two-point function on the disc in Liouville
theory, where the sums of descendants in both OPEs converge for any values ofz1; z2 as was
established in [19] (Section 2.4 therein):H+3 model

Liouville j�1j+j�2jj�1+�2j1 +1 z = ��� z1��z2z1�z2 ���
b

4The situation is even worse in the case of the boundary four-point function

Q4b=1	`b(�bjwb)�: even if we knew

the boundary three-point function and therefore the behaviour in both possible factorization limitsw12 ! 0; w23 ! 0,
we could not deduce the boundary four-point function in the regime where the corresponding Liouville correlator has
one bulk degenerate field.
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(Here the triangles denote the factorization limits, and the hatches the corresponding regions where
the sums of descendants converge.)

In this sense, the Cardy-Lewellen formalism does not fully apply to theH+3 model on the disc
because of the singularities of theH+3 correlators. Nevertheless, we can recover part of the power
of the Cardy-Lewellen constraints by making a natural assumption on the behaviour of theH+3
correlators at the singularities.

3.1.3 Continuity assumption

In contrast to the symmetry requirements and factorizationaxioms, which are standard assumptions
of conformal field theory in the conformal bootstrap formalism, our continuity assumption will be
a novelty of theH+3 model on the disc. Such an assumption is made necessary by theexistence of
extra singularities of the model (3.11): for the formalism to be of any use, we need some control
over the behaviour of correlators at these singularities.

Continuity assumption: TheH+3 correlators are continuous at the singularities which occur
when degenerate fields in the corresponding Liouville correlators collide.

In order to clarify the meaning of this assumption, let us recall how KZ solutions behave near
such singularities. This can easily be deduced from the relevant Liouville OPEs, dressed with thejy12j k�22 prefactor from the KZ-BPZ relation (3.3),jy12j k�22 B� 12b (y1)B� 12b (y2) �y12!0 B� 1b (y1) + CL(� 12b ;� 12b ;Q)jy12j2k�3B0(y1) ;(3.16)jy12j k�22 V� 12b (y1) �y1��y1!0 B� 1b (y1) +BL(� 12b ;Q)jy12j2k�3B0(y1) ; (3.17)

where we omit the dependences on the boundary parameters of the Liouville boundary three-point
functionCL(� 12b ;� 12b ; Q), bulk-boundary two-point functionBL(� 12b ; Q), and boundary fields.
(Explicit formulas for the relevant OPE coefficients can be found in the Appendix, eq. (A.22) and
(A.20).)

The leading behaviour of the KZ solutions therefore consists of two terms, associated with
the Liouville boundary fieldsB0 andB� 1b . (The corrections to the leading behaviour are due
to descendants of these two fields.) The critical exponent ofthe B� 1b term is zero, so such a
term has a finite limit whether it arises from the bulk regime (V� 12b case) or from the boundary
regime (B� 12bB� 12b case). The critical exponent of theB0 term is2k � 3 > 1, such a term goes
to zero at the singularity. Therefore, all KZ solutions havefinite limits at the singularity. Our
continuity assumption means that the limit evaluated from the bulk regime should agree with the
limit evaluated from the boundary regime. This seems to us a very natural assumption.

Thus, the continuity assumption will be a nontrivial requirement onH+3 correlators, although
it of course does not fully determine how KZ solutions behavethrough the singularity, because theB0 term remains unconstrained.

3.2 H+3 disc correlators from Liouville theory

It is relatively easy to find an Ansatz for theH+3 disc correlators which satisfies all our axioms.
The difficulty will be to prove that the solution is unique. Let us first write our Ansatz for arbitrary
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H+3 correlators on the disc:* nYa=1�ja(�ajza) mYb=1 rb�1;b	`b(�bjwb)rb;b+1+= �2q b2 (��)�n Æ (2Pna=1<�a +Pmb=1�b) juj j�n;mj k�22�* nYa=1 V�a(za) mYb=1 sb�1;bB�b(wb)sb;b+1 n0Ya0=1V� 12b (ya0) m0Yb0=1B� 12b (yb0)+ ; (3.18)

where most notations were already defined in our study of the KZ-BPZ relation: the Liouville
parameterb (3.4), the Liouville momenta�; � (3.5), the quantityu (3.7), the prefactor�n;m (3.8).
The positionsya0 ; yb0 of the Liouville degenerate fields were defined as the zeroes of a function'(t) (3.6). In addition, we specify the set of boundary conditions sb�1;b bys = r2�b � i4bsgn'(t) : (3.19)

That is, the Liouville boundary parameters on a pointt of the boundary is given by theH+3
boundary parameterr, shifted by a quantity which depends onsgn'(t). (Indeed'(t) is real ift is real.) Notice that'(t) changes sign at its zeroes, which are the positions of the boundary
degenerate fields, and when it is infinite, which happens at the points where the generic boundary
fields sb�1;bB�b(wb)sb;b+1 are inserted. So each boundary degenerate fieldB� 12b (yb0) induces a

jump� i2b of the boundary parameters, consistently with the results of Fateev, Zamolodchikov and
Zamolodchikov [11]. Then, for a givenAdS2 brane parameterr, there correspond two opposite
values of the Liouville boundary cosmological constant,�B =r �Lsin�b2 osh 2�bs = �r �Lsin�b2 sinh r : (3.20)

The formula (3.18) is our main result and the rest of the article is devoted to giving evidence for it,
and drawing some consequences.

The first check is the compatibility with the bulk one-point function, which is explicitly known
(2.34). This check is straighforward and was already performed in [15].

Let us check that our formula satisfies the axioms of theH+3 model. By construction, our
Ansatz (3.18) satisfies the KZ equations. It is continuous atthe singularities due to the agree-
ment between the coefficients of the leading terms of the Liouville limy12!0B� 12b (y1)B� 12b (y2) andlimz1��z1!0V� 12b (z1) OPEs (3.16), (3.17). The only subtle issues come from the factorization axioms:� Bulk factorizationz12 ! 0: the polet = z1 of the function'(t) (3.6) must remain simple,

so that one Liouville bulk degenerate field sayV� 12b (y1) must come close toV�1(z1) andV�2(z2), i.e. y1�z1 / z12 ! 0. Thus, we should insert into our Ansatz (3.18) the following
Liouville OPE:V�1(z1)V�2(z2)V� 12b (y1) �z12/z1�y1!0 Z d� jz � z1j4��DV�1(z1)V�2(z2)V� 12b (y1)VQ��(z)E� (V�(z1) +O(z12)) ; (3.21)
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where�� = �(Q��) is the conformal dimension of a Liouville field of momentum�. This
is the crucial step in proving that our Ansatz indeed satisfies the bulk OPE axiom (3.12), as
was shown in detail in [9] in the case ofH+3 correlators on the sphere.� Bulk-boundary factorizationz1 � �z1 ! 0: by a similar reasoning, one Liouville boundary
degenerate field sayB� 12b (y1) must come close toV�1(z1). We should insert into our Ansatz
(3.18) the following Liouville OPE:V�1(z1)B� 12b (y1) �z1��z1/z1�y1!0 Z d� jw � z1j2��DV�1(z1)B� 12b (y1)s�BQ��(w)s+E� �s�B�(z1)s+ +O(z1 � �z1)� ; (3.22)

with s� = r2�b � i4bsgn(�1+ ��1), andr is theH+3 boundary parameter at the point wherez1
reaches the boundary. Then one can check that the Liouville correlatorDV�1(z1)B� 12b (y1)s�BQ��(z1)s+E agrees with the prediction of our Ansatz (3.18) for theH+3 bulk-boundary two-point function appearing in theH+3 bulk-boundary OPE (3.13).� Boundary factorizationw12 ! 0: by a similar reasoning, one Liouville boundary degenerate
field sayB� 12b (y1) must come close toB�1(w1); B�2(w2). We should insert into our Ansatz
(3.18) the following Liouville OPE:B�1(w1)B�2(w2)B� 12b (y1) �w12/y1�w1!0 Z d� jw � w1j2��DB�1(w1)B�2(w2)B� 12b (y1)BQ��(w)E� (B�(w1) +O(w12)) ; (3.23)

where for definiteness we assumed the degenerate field to comeon the right onB�1(w1) andB�2(w2), while it may also come on the left or in between, depending onthe signs of�1; �2
and�1 + �2. For simplicity, we omit the Liouville boundary parameters, which can easily
be deduced from our Ansatz. This is the main step in checking that our Ansatz (3.18) is
compatible with theH+3 boundary OPE (3.14).

There is however a property which we have not checked: theSL(2;R) group symmetry (2.23),
or equivalently its Lie algebra versions`(2;R). In the absence of boundaries, this symmetry is
necessary for the KZ-BPZ relation [14, 9], and is therefore automatically included in theH+3 -
Liouville relation. However, it is not obvious that our Ansatz is s`(2;R) symmetric, because the
Liouville boundary parameter (3.19) varies along the boundary, in a way which is non-trivially
affected bys`(2;R) transformations. In the case of the bulk-boundary two-point function (Section
5), we will explicitly check theSL(2;R) symmetry of our Ansatz.

3.3 Uniqueness of the solution to the axioms

We have easily checked that our formula (3.18) for theH+3 disc correlators verifies our axioms
of symmetry, factorization and continuity. We will now argue that this solution is unique in the
particular case of correlators with no boundary condition changing operators.
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We will write an explicit argument only in the case of the bulktwo-point function on the disc.
This will be enough to address the crucial issue of the singularity separating the bulk and boundary
regimes, as defined in (3.11). Let us spell out the formula to be proved:
�j1(�1jz1)�j2(�2jz2)�r =q b8Æ (<(�1 + �2)) juj  jz12j2jy12jQa jza � �zaj2Qa;b jza � ybj2 ! k�22�8<:DV�1(z1)V�2(z2)V� 12b (y1)Es+ if y2 = �y1 (bulk regime) ;DV�1(z1)V�2(z2)s+B� 12b (y1)s�B� 12b (y2)s+E if y1 < y2 2 R (boundary regime) ;

(3.24)

where s� = r2�b � i4bsgnu with u = 2<(�1z1 + �2z2), and in the bulk regime we havesgnu = sgn=(�1 + �2).
The explicit knowledge of theH+3 bulk one-point function on the disc, and the axiom of bulk

factorization (3.12), are enough to prove the formula (3.24) in the limit z12 ! 0. Then, the locals`2 symmetry requirement and the knowledge that the resulting KZ equations are equivalent to
BPZ equations (3.3) show that the formula is true in the wholebulk regime.

The continuity assumption will now provide some information on the bulk two-point function
at thez = j�1j+j�2jj�1+�2j end of the boundary regime. The other endz = 1 is constrained by the axiom
of bulk-boundary factorization (3.13), which is a non-trivial requirement even though we do not
know the bulk-boundary two-point function. These two limiting regions are connected by the KZ
equations, which hold in the whole boundary regime. We purport to show that, taken toghether,
these constraints are enough to fully determine the bulk two-point function in the boundary regime.

The reasoning could now go in two possible directions, depending on which one of the two
limiting regions we consider first. If we first solve the continuity assumption, it is then difficult to
exploit the axiom of bulk-boundary factorization. So we will first solve the latter axiom.

Solving the axiom of bulk-boundary factorization. We will write the general solution of this
axiom in terms of some arbitrary structure constantsBr;�(j; `), andH+3 conformal blocks built
from known Liouville theory conformal blocks. The relevantconformal blocks are most easily
defined by decomposing the boundary regime Ansatz (3.24),DV�1(z1)V�2(z2)s+B� 12b (y1)s�B� 12b (y2)s+E =X�1;�2=�Z d� BLs+(�1; �� �12b )CLs+(Q��+ �12b ;� 12b js��)BLs+(�2; �� �22b )CLs+(Q��+ �22b ;� 12b js��)� �RLs�;s+(�)��1 G�;�1;�2(�1; �2jz1; z2; y1; y2) : (3.25)

A basis of solutions of the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations in the boundary regime is obtained
by multiplying the conformal blocksG�;�1;�2(�1; �2jz1; z2; y1; y2) with the prefactor (first line) of
(3.24), while assuming the relation (3.5) betweenH+3 spins and Liouville momenta. We will still
denote the resultingH+3 conformal blocks asG�;�1;�2(�1; �2jz1; z2; y1; y2), and represent them
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schematically as G�;�1;�2(�1; �2jz1; z2; y1; y2) = �2�2�1�1 �2�1 � ; (3.26)

where the wiggly lines denote degenerate fields of momentum� 12b , and the discrete indices�i = � indicate the fusion channels� � �i2b of these degenerate boundary fieldsB� 12b with another
boundary fieldB�.

The general solution of the bulk-boundary factorization axiom is obtained by replacing the
Liouville structure constantsBLs+CLs+ in eq. (3.25) with arbitrary quantitiesBr;�(j; `),S = X�1;�2=�Z d� Br;�1(j1; `)Br;�2(j2; `) �RHr (`)��1 G�;�1;�2(�1; �2jz1; z2; y1; y2) : (3.27)

(Recall the relation (2.32) between the Liouville andH+3 boundary reflection coefficients.) We
have indeed chosen our basis of conformal blocks for its factorizing behaviour in the boundary
factorization limit,limz1��z1!0 �2�2�1�1 �2�1 � = jw � z1j2�� �1�1 �1 � � �2�2�2� ; (3.28)

where the two factors depend on�; �1; j1; z1; y1; w and�; �2; j2; z2; y2; w respectively. Herew is
the position of the intermediate channel field of momentum� on the boundary of the disc.

The quantitiesBr;�(j; `) can be interpreted as the bulk-boundary structure constants of theH+3 model. For given values of the bulk and boundary spinsj and`, there aretwo such structure
constants labelled by� = �. The reason for this fact, and a detailed analysis of theH+3 bulk-
boundary two-point function, are given in section 5.

Therefore, thanks to the bulk-boundary factorization axiom, our task is now reduced to deter-
mining the structure constantsBr;�(j; `), i.e. showing that they agree with the Liouville structure
constants in eq. (3.25). For this, we need the continuity assumption.

Solving the continuity assumption. We recall that the continuity assumption determines the
terms which involve the�1b channel in the fusion product of the two boundary degeneratefields
(3.16). In order to exploit this assumption, it is thereforeconvenient to use a new basis of conformal
blocks (where we omit the dependence on(�1; �2jz1; z2; y1; y2)):G�;0 = 0 �� ; G�;� 1b ;0 = �1b�� ;G�;� 1b ;+ = �1b� � 12b� + 12b ; G�;� 1b ;� = �1b� + 12b� � 12b : (3.29)
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The relation to our previous basis of conformal blocks isG�;�;� = F�;0(�) G�+ �2b ;0 + F�;� 1b (�) G�+ �2b ;� 1b ;0 ; G�;�;�� = G�;� 1b ;�� ; (3.30)

for some Liouville fusing matrix elementsF�;0(�); F�;� 1b (�) which depend on� but not on�1; �2.
(These fusing matrix elements are known explicitly, but we do not need their precise form.)

Let us rewrite the solution of the factorization axiom (3.27) in terms of such conformal blocks:S = Z d� �RHr (`)��1 �Br;+(j1; `)Br;�(j2; `)G�;� 1b ;� +Br;�(j1; `)Br;+(j2; `)G�;� 1b ;+�+X� Z d� �RHr (`)��1Br;�(j1; `)Br;�(j2; `)�F�;0(�) G�+ �2b ;0 + F�;� 1b (�) G�+ �2b ;� 1b ;0� :
(3.31)

The continuity assumption determines the terms inG�;� 1b ;�, and therefore the values of the prod-
uctsBr;+(j1; `)Br;�(j2; `) andBr;�(j1; `)Br;+(j2; `). All our conformal blocks are indeed lin-
early independent, up to the identity of blocks labelled by momenta with identical conformal
weights, for instanceG�;� 1b ;+ = GQ��;� 1b ;�. One should also take into account corresponding

identities among the structure constants, namelyBr;�(j; `) = RHr (`)Br;��(j;�`� 1).
The resulting values ofBr;+(j1; `)Br;�(j2; `) andBr;�(j1; `)Br;+(j2; `) must be the ones

appearing in the decomposition of our Ansatz (3.25), because we already know the Ansatz to be a
solution of the continuity constraints. This determinesBr;�(j; `) up to aj-independent rescaling,Br;�(j; `)! fr(`)�1Br;�(j; `). A non-trivial rescaling (fr(`) 6= �1) can however be excluded by
exploiting the terms inG�+ �2b ;� 1b ;0, which are again determined by the continuity constraint. This
shows that the Ansatz is the only solution to our axioms.

Therefore, our lack of control over theG�+ �2b ;0 terms has not prevented us from fully determin-
ing the bulk two-point function, thanks to the bulk-boundary factorization axiom. In the standard
Cardy-Lewellen formalism, the bulk two-point function would be fully determined from the disc
one-point and sphere three-point functions, and the bulk-boundary factorization axiom would then
come as a consistency check on these quantities. In our case,this consistency check is weaker,
because it can involve only the part of the axiom which we do not use for determining the bulk
two-point function.

Generalization. This reasoning can be generalized to arbitraryH+3 bulk correlators on the disc.
Indeed, the existence of a bulk regime where theH+3 correlators are known (thanks to the bulk
OPE) gives a nontrivial content to the continuity assumption. Moreover, our determination of
theH+3 bulk two-point function also yields the knowledge of theH+3 bulk-boundary two-point
function. Therefore, we can in principle apply the bulk-boundary OPE (3.13) to arbitraryH+3 bulk
correlators, which proves our main result (3.18) for correlators of bulk fields and boundary fieldsr	r̀ which preserve the boundary condition. Boundary conditionchanging operatorsr	r̀0 are more
challenging: we leave their case as a conjecture, which is supported by our check of all the axioms,
and the analysis of the boundary two-point function in Section 4.

3.4 H+3 -Liouville relation in the m-basis

Them-basis relation may be useful for the study of theSL(2;R)=U(1) coset model, which is
formally quite close to theH+3 -model in them basis. The relation is obtained by straightforward
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application of the integral transforms (2.11), (2.26) to the�-basis result (3.18):* nYa=1�jama; �ma(za) mYb=1	`bmb;�b(wb)+/ nYa=1N jama; �ma mYb=1N `bmb;�b ZR dujuj Z d2n0+m0y nYa=1 ���maa ��� �maa � mYb=1 j�bj�mbsgn�b(�b)� j�n;mj k2 * nYa=1V�a(za) mYb=1B�b(wb) n0Ya0=1V� 12b (ya0) m0Yb0=1B� 12b (yb0)+ : (3.32)

The non-trivial content of the formula is the fact that the Jacobian for Sklyanin’s separation of
variables (3.10) (which gives�a; �b as a function of the positionsya0 ; yb0 of the degenerate fields) isjuj�2j�n;mjQna=1 j�aj2Qmb=1 j�bj. The integral overy should be understood as spanning the whole
range of complex or real values, and to include the combinatorial factors due to the invariance of�a; �b under permutations ofya0 or yb0 ; for instance in the case of the bulk two-point functionn =2;m = 0 we have

R d2y � R=y1>0 d2y1 + 12 RR2 dy1 dy2. The integral overjuj can be performed
explicitly knowing that�a; �b all have a factorjuj, the result isÆ(iPna=1(ma+ �ma)+ iPmb=1mb).
(Recall that in theH+3 model physical values ofma + �ma andmb are pure imaginary.) The sum
over sgnu then affects the Liouville boundary parameters, which are still given by eq. (3.19) but
kept implicit in our formula. The normalization factorsN jama; �ma ; N `bmb;�b are given in (2.12), (2.27),
and we do not write thej; `;m-independent normalization factor.

A few cases are particularly simple. If2n +m � 2 = 0 theH+3 -Liouville relation does not
involve Liouville degenerate fields. This happens for the bulk one-point function (n = 1;m = 0)
and the boundary two-point function (n = 0;m = 2). If 2n +m � 2 = 1 the relation involves
one boundary degenerate field, and therefore no singularitycan occur from the collision of two
degenerate fields. This happens for the bulk-boundary two-point function (n = 1;m = 1) and the
boundary three-point function (n = 0;m = 3).

4. Boundary two-point function

The boundary two-point function for open strings living on asingleAdS2 brane is already known,
eq. (2.28), and we reproduce it here up to irrelevant factors:D	`1(t1jw1)	`2(t2jw2)Er = Æ(`1 + `2 + 1)Æ(t12) + Æ(`1 � `2) ~RHr (`1)jt12j2`1 : (4.1)

Up to a change of the reflection number~RHr (`1), this is actually the most general form of the
two-point function which is compatible with theSL(2;R) symmetry (2.23), if the boundary fields
follow the standardSL(2;R) transformation rule (2.22). And indeed, the equations in [10] which
yielded that solution can also be used to derive a boundary two-point function between different
branes, which is of the same form [20]. The resulting reflection number~RH ?r;r0 (`1) however has
branch cuts as a function of the boundary spin`. While this is not an inconsistency, this is certainly
a strange feature.
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Our relation with Liouville theory (3.18) however predictsDr	`1(t1jw1)r0	`2(t2jw2)rE= Æ(`1 + `2 + 1)Æ(t12) + Æ(`1 � `2) ~RHr;r0(`1)jt12j2`1e� 12 (k�2)(r�r0)sgnt12 ; (4.2)

with thet-basis reflection number~RHr;r0(`) = ��(2`+ 1) RLr2�b+ i4b ; r02�b� i4b (�)sin(�`� i r�r02b2 ) = ��(2`+ 1)RLr2�b� i4b ; r02�b+ i4b (�)sin(�`+ i r�r02b2 ) ; (4.3)

with � = b(`+ 1) + 12b . This reflection number is meromorphic in`, with no hint of a branch cut.

And the factore� 12 (k�2)(r�r0)sgnt12 contradicts theSL(2;R) symmetry.
We will argue that (4.2) is actually the correctH+3 boundary two-point function, and that the

result of [20] is incorrect because it relies on erroneous symmetry assumptions. We will indeed
show that theH+3 boundary condition changing operators should not belong torepresentations ofSL(2;R) but rather to representations of the universal covering group fSL(2;R).

NB: In this section we omit the dependence of two-point function in the worldsheet coordinatesw1; w2. This dependence is always a factorjw1 � w2j�2�`1 .

4.1 fSL(2;R) symmetry

Let us investigate how the assumption offSL(2;R) symmetry would constrain the boundary two-
point function. To begin with, we study the possible actionsof that group on the boundary fieldsr	`(tjw)r0 .

Consider a timelike coordinateT on fSL(2;R) such thatT (id) = 0 andT (�id) = 1. (As a
manifold, fSL(2;R) is identical to the Anti-de Sitter spaceAdS3.) Then the set offSL(2;R) ele-
ments such that0 � T < 1 can be identified with the groupSL(2;R)=fid;�idg. We parametrize
elements offSL(2;R) asG = (g; [T ℄) whereg is an element of the groupSL(2;R)=fid;�idg, and[T ℄ is the integer part ofT .

The natural action of the groupfSL(2;R) on the parametert is simply(g; [T ℄) � t = g � t. It is
however possible to define an action offSL(2;R) on thet-basis fields	`(t) which does not reduce
to the ordinarySL(2;R) action(g; [T ℄) � 	`(t) = jt � dj2`	`(g � t) as follows: for anfSL(2;R)
group elementG = (g; [T ℄) and a real numbert consider the numberN of timesg � t crossest = +1 whenG continuously varies fromG = idfSL(2;R) = (id; 0) toG = (g; [T ℄). Then for any

fixed number� the following is an action offSL(2;R) on t-basis fields:G �	`(t) = (g; [T ℄) �	`(t) = jt� dj2`e�N(g;[T ℄;t)	`(g � t) : (4.4)

How would invariance under suchfSL(2;R) transformations constrain the boundary two-point
function? UsingN(g; [T ℄; t) = [T ℄ + 12 + 12sgn(t� d=), we haveDG � r	`1(t1jw1)r0 G � r0	`2(t2jw2)rE= jt1 � dj2`1 jt2 � dj2`2e 12�(sgn[t1�d=℄�sgn[t2�d=℄) Dr	`1(g � t1jw1)r0	`2(g � t2jw2)rE= jt1 � dj2`1 jt2 � dj2`2e 12�(sgnt12�sgn[g�t1�g�t2℄) Dr	`1(g � t1jw1)r0	`2(g � t2jw2)rE : (4.5)
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The requirement that this equals

r	`1(t1jw1)r0	`2(t2jw2)r� leads toDr	`1(t1jw1)r0	`2(t2jw2)rE= Æ(`1 + `2 + 1)Æ(t12) + Æ(`1 � `2) ~RHr;r0(`1)jt12j2`1e� 12�sgnt12 ; (4.6)

for somet-basis reflection number~RHr;r0(`1). Therefore, the two-point function (4.2) derived from

theH+3 -Liouville relation is compatible withfSL(2;R) symmetry provided the boundary fields
transform as eq. (4.4) with � = (k � 2)(r � r0) : (4.7)

We have thus found a nice geometrical interpretation for thetwo-point function derived from theH+3 -Liouville relation. This is of course not in itself evidence for the correctness of that relation.
We will look for such evidence in the comparison with N=2 Liouville theory, and in the classical
analysis of theH+3 sigma model.

4.2 Comparison with N=2 Liouville theory

An H+3 modU(1) coset model can be obtained from theH+3 model by gauging, and this coset
model is known to be identical to the 2d black hole coset modelSL(2;R)=U(1) [2]. It is also
known that the N=2 supersymmetric version of theSL(2;R)=U(1) coset is related via mirror
symmetry toN = 2 Liouville theory [21, 22, 23]. The boundary two-point function on maximally
symmetric D-branes in N=2 Liouville theory with central charge = 3 + 6k�2 is thus expected to
be related to the boundary two-point function on ourAdS2 branes in theH+3 model at levelk. We
will not try to check this expectation in full detail, ratherwe will focus on the non-trivial part of
the expected relation, namely the relation between the boundary reflection coefficients in theH+3
model and N=2 Liouville theory.

The boundary reflection coefficient in N=2 Liouville theory was determined in [24]. The
D-branes which should be compared to theAdS2 branes inH+3 are the B-branes [15]. The re-
lation between the parametersr of our AdS2 branes and the parametersJ of the N=2 Liouville
B-branes can be deduced from the explicit formulas for the corresponding one-point functions:r = � i�k�2(2J + 1). The boundary fields which span the spectrum of open strings between such

B-branes are calledB`(s)m ; �B`(s)m ; ��B`(s)m ; ���B`(s)m , where` andm correspond to theH+3 boundary
spin andm-basis momentum,s is a fermionic label which we will ignore because thes-dependence
of the N=2 Liouville boundary two-point function is trivial, and�; �� are boundary fermions such
that���+ ��� = 1. We will compare the spectrum of open strings inH+3 with the bosonic sector of
the N=2 Liouville boundary spectrum; for each choice of`;m this sector is two-dimensional and
spanned by���B`(s)m ; ���B`(s)m .

Let us write explicitly the reflection matrix for such N=2 Liouville boundary fields [24] (sec-
tion 6.2 therein) with our notations and our own field normalizations chosen for later convenience.
(Changing field normalizations amounts to conjugating the matrixM with a diagonal matrix.) ���Bm̀���Bm̀! = 4��(�`+m)�(�`�m)�(2`+ 1) ~RHr;r0(`)�M ���B�`�1m���B�`�1m ! ; (4.8)
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M = 0�P��e� r�r02b2 sin�(m� `) e�i�me r�r02b2 sin 2�`ei�me� r�r02b2 sin 2�` P��e� r�r02b2 sin�(m� `)1A :
Them-basis boundary fields	m̀;� of theH+3 model were defined in (2.26). OurH+3 boundary
two-point function (4.2) has the following form in them-basis:Dr	`1m1;�1(w1)r0	`2m2;�2(w2)rE = Æ(i(m1 +m2))� hÆ(`1 + `2 + 1)2�Æ�1�2+ Æ(`1 � `2) 4��(�`1 +m1)�(�`1 �m1) os �2 (`1 �m1 + �1) os �2 (`1 +m1 + �2)�i�1+�2�(2`1 + 1) ~RHr;r0(`1)n(�1)�1 sin(�`+ i r�r02b2 ) + (�1)�2 sin(�`� i r�r02b2 )oi : (4.9)

If we now assume the following identification between the N=2Liouville fields���Bm̀; ���Bm̀ and
theH+3 model fields	m̀;�, which involves an implicit Wick rotation of the allowed values ofm,���Bm̀ ' 	m̀;0 +	m̀;1 = 2Z 10 dt t�`�1+m	`(t) ; (4.10)���Bm̀ ' ei�m(	m̀;0 �	m̀;1) = 2ei�m Z 0�1 dt jtj�`�1+m	`(t) ; (4.11)

then theH+3 reflection matrix deduced from ourm-basis boundary two-point function (4.9) agrees
with the N=2 Liouville boundary reflection matrix (4.8).

4.3 Classical analysis

We should be able to study such a basic property of the theory of open strings inH+3 as its symmetry
group without solving the full quantum theory. In the cases of closed strings and open strings
which preserve boundary conditions, the minisuperspace limit reduces our conformal field theory
to the quantum mechanics of a point particle inH+3 andAdS2 respectively, and therefore gives
substantial insight into the spectrum and symmetry properties. However, the theory of open strings
stretched between two differentAdS2 branes does not have such a minisuperspace limit, because
such open strings can not shrink to point particles. However, we will be able to gain some insight
from analyzing their classical worldsheet dynamics.

In order to predict the symmetry group, we should derive the spectrum of a timelike generatorR of the Lie algebras`2(R). (Such a generator geometrically acts as a rotation of theAdS2 branes.)
Indeed, such a generator must satisfyexp 2�iR = �id if the symmetry group isSL(2;R). On the
other hand, no such relation exists in the universal covering groupfSL(2;R). Nevertheless, the
transformation law (4.4) of the boundary fields suggests that the value ofexp 2�iR applied to such
fields should beexp 2�iR = e(k�2)(r�r0). The operatorexp 2�iR is indeed identified with thefSL(2;R) group elementG = (id; 1), and for any real numbert we haveN(id; 1; t) = 1. The
spectrum of the quantum operatorR is therefore expected to beSpe(R) = (k � 2)r � r02�i + Z : (4.12)

Of course, we do not expect the classical analysis to fully reproduce this spectrum, and in particular
not theZ quantization. In order to show that the symmetry group isfSL(2;R) and notSL(2;R), it
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is enough to demonstrate that the spectrum is not purely real. We will actually even find indications
of an imaginary part proportional tor � r0.

In principle one can obtain the full set of classical solutions of theH+3 sigma-model, but it
is not easy to extract predictions for the spectrum of the rotation generatorR. This is due to the
pure imaginaryB-field in the theory on worldsheets with Lorentzian signature which prevents
classical strings from evolving normally in time. On the other hand, the model on Euclidean
worldsheets has many classical solutions, but it is not obvious how to relate the spectrum ofR
evaluated on classical solutions with the quantum spectrum(4.12). We will avoid these subtleties
by considering a classical solution which does not depend onthe worldsheet time and therefore
makes sense for both signatures. Up to simple symmetry transformations, this is actually the unique
time-independent solution: h = exp
�r + (r0 � r)��� ; (4.13)

where
 =  0 11 0! and� is the space-like coordinate on the worldsheet. The complexcoordinate

on the upper half-plane worldsheet isz = e�+i� ; our solution corresponds to inserting a boundary
operator atz = 0:

+	 rr0 h(z; �z) z = �z
Our solution is easily found to satisfy the following requirements:

1. Solving the bulk equations of motion. This is becauseh can be factorized into holomorphic
and antiholomorphic factors.

2. Solving the boundary conditions atz = �z. In terms of the currentsJ = k�hh�1 ; �J = kh�1 ��h = Jy ; (4.14)

these boundary conditions are of the typeJy
y +
J =z=�z 0 : (4.15)

This implies the vanishing of the derivative ofTr 
h along the boundary, so thatTr 
h =z=�z ( 2 sinh r ; <z > 02 sinh r0 ; <z < 0 ; (4.16)

as required by the definition of the brane parametersr; r0 (2.18).

3. Corresponding to an affine primary field insertion atz = 0. This means that the currents
behave as J(z) = kz j0 + k 1Xn=1 j�nzn�1 : (4.17)
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We can now evaluate the values of the conserved momenta associated tos`(R) transformations:iZ �0 e�d� �
�1Jy
+ J� = kj0 = kr � r02�i 
 : (4.18)

The matrix12
 satisfiesexp 2�i(12
) = �id and can therefore be identified with theR generator of
the compact, timelike direction ofs`(R). The associated conserved charge of our classical solution
is Rl = kr � r02�i : (4.19)

This agrees with the imaginary part of the spectrum of the quantum operatorR (4.12), up a term
which is subleading ask ! 1. This is consistent with the classical analysis becoming reliable
only in the largek limit, sincek appears as a factor in theH+3 action (2.4) and therefore plays the
rôle of the inverse Planck constant.

5. Bulk-boundary two-point function

Like the boundary two-point function, the case of the bulk-boundary two-point function will pro-
vide a nontrivial check of our expression forH+3 disc correlators in terms of Liouville theory.
We will indeed use a minisuperspace analysis to independently predict the large level limit of the
bulk-boundary two-point function.

According to the formula (3.18), theH+3 bulk-boundary two-point function isD�j(�jz)	`(�jw)Er / Æ(�+ ��+ �)juj ���� (z � �z)(z � w)(�z � w)(w � y)(z � y)(�z � y) ���� k�22� DV�(z) r2�b+ i4b sgn�B�(w) r2�b� i4b sgn�B� 12b (y)E ; (5.1)

where the Liouville momenta�; � are functions ofj; ` (3.5), the positiony = ���zw+��zw+�z�z�z+���z+�w of
the Liouville degenerate field is the zero of the function'(t) (3.6), we useu = �z + ���z + �w
(3.7), and we omit the numerical factors. Here is a picture ofthisH+3 -Liouville relation:

+
�j(�jz)

+
	`(�jw)r r ' +

V�(z)
+
B�(w)

b

B� 12b (y)r2�b � i4bsgn� r2�b + i4b sgn� r2�b � i4bsgn�
The Liouville boundary parameter is therefore controlled by �, which we spell out explicitly in
terms of the separated variables(u; y) thanks to eq. (3.10):� = u w � yjw � zj2 : (5.2)
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5.1 SL(2;R) symmetry

We first check that our formula for the bulk-boundary two-point function obeys theSL(2;R) sym-
metry requirement (2.23). The general solution to this requirement isD�j(xjz)	`(tjw)Er = jz � wj�2�` jz � �zj�2�j+�`� jx+ itj2`jx+ �xj2j�`�(�2j � `� 1)2� X� BHr;�(j; `) e�i�2 (2j+`+1)sgn<x : (5.3)

Like in the case of the bulk one-point function (which is obtained for` = 0), theSL(2;R) sym-
metry allows an arbitrary dependence onsgn<x. Here we choosee�i�2 (2j+`+1)sgn<x as a basis of
functions ofsgn<x, and we introduce thetwoH+3 bulk-boundary structure constantsBHr;�(j; `).
The factor�(�2j�`�1)2� is chosen for later convenience.

We now transform this bulk-boundary two-point function into the�-basis (defined by equa-
tions (2.10), (2.24)) for the purpose of the comparison withthe formula predicted by ourH+3 -
Liouville relation. The Fourier integral over(x; t) can be performed by making the change of
variablesx = x0 � it and then parametrizingx0 2 C in terms of real variables�; � such thatx0 = �(i� � ��). (Then the integral over� is of the type (A.14).)D�j(�jz)	`(�jw)Er = jz � �zj�`�2�j jz � wj�2�`� Æ(�+ ��+ �) j�j2j+2j�j�` Z 1�1 d� j� j�2j�`�2j� � i�j2`BHr;sgn� (j; `) : (5.4)

The remaining integral over� converges provided� is not pure imaginary. It can be performed
using the integral formula (A.12) which yields:D�j(�jz)	`(�jw)Er = jz � �zj�`�2�j jz � wj�2�`� Æ(�+ ��+ �) j�j`+1j�j�`�(�2j � 1� `)�(2j + 1� `)�(�2`) X� BHr;�(j; `)F�j;`(�) ; (5.5)

where we defineF�j;`(�) � �12 � 12 =�j�j�`+ 12 F �2j + 32 ;�2j � 12 ; 12 � `; 12 � 12 =�j�j� : (5.6)

The Liouville correlator in (5.1) can be decomposed into Liouville structure constants, and
conformal blocks which capture all the dependence on the worldsheet coordinatesz; w; y. The
properties of the relevant blocks have been studied in [25],and they are proportional to the functionsF�j;`(�) in (5.6). 5 What is however not obvious, but necessary for theSL(2;R) symmetry, is that
the coefficients of this decomposition are completely independent of�; �, in spite of thesgn�
dependence of the Liouville boundary parameter.

5According to [25], the relevant Liouville blocks are indeedpowers ofjz�wj; jz�yj; jw�yj, times hypergeometric
functions of the typeF (b�1(2�+��Q); b�1(�� 12b ); 2b�1(�� 12b ); ~z) with ~z = (z��z)(y�w)(z�w)(y��z) = 1+ ��� . The relation

with F�j;`(�) is established thanks to the quadratic transformation (A.15).
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In order to write the decomposition explicitly, let us consider the Liouville factorization limity ! w when the degenerate boundary fieldB� 12b collides withB�. This limit corresponds to� = 0, and therefore� pure imaginary (using� + �� + � = 0). The behaviour of our conformal
blocksF�j;`(�) in this limit is actually determined bylim�!0 sgn=� = �sgnu. Namely,F+ is regular

if sgnu = � andF� is regular ifsgnu = +. The Liouville correlator in (5.1) is then decomposed
into regular blocks, and structure constants where the boundary parameters can be determined from
the identitysgn� = sgnu sgn(w�y). We thus find the following decomposition, where� = sgnu:D�j(�jz)	`(�jw)Er = jz � �zj�`�2�j jz � wj�2�`Æ(�+ ��+ �)� "CLs�(� js��� 12b ; Q� � � 12b)BLs�(�; � + 12b)j�j`+1j�j�`F��j;` (�)+CLs�(� js��� 12b ; Q� � + 12b )BLs�(�; � � 12b )j�j�`j�j`+1F��j;�`�1(�)# ; (5.7)

wheres� = r2�b � i4b , and the Liouville bulk-boundary structure constantBLs (�; �) (A.18) and
degenerate boundary three-point structure constantCLs (� js0� 12b ; Q� � � 12b) (A.22) are explicitly

known.

The Liouville correlator in (5.1) is known to have an alternative decomposition [25], which
leads to equation (5.7) being also valid for� = �sgnu. (The equality of these decompositions can
be exploited in order to derive a12b -shift relation for the Liouville bulk-boundary structurecon-
stant.) We will now use these two decompositions� = �, while rewriting the functionsF��j;�`�1(�)
in terms ofF�j;`(�) with the help of���� �4� ����2`+1 �(�`+ 12)�(�`� 12)�(�`� 2j � 1)�(�`+ 2j + 1)F �j;�`�1 = F��j;` + os �2jos �` F �j;` : (5.8)

Not forgettingCLs (� js0� 12b ; Q��+ 12b ) = 1, we find that theH+3 bulk-boundary two-point function

deduced from theH+3 -Liouville relation is indeed of the form (5.5) dictated bySL(2;R) symmetry,
with structure constantsBHr�(j; `) = 24`+2�(�2`)�(�`� 12)�(�`+ 12)BLr2�b� i4b (�; � � 12b) : (5.9)

(We omit numerical factors.)

5.2 Minisuperspace analysis

Let us compute the minisuperspace limitk ! 1 of our H+3 bulk-boundary two-point function.
Thanks toSL(2;R) symmetry, this reduces to computing thek ! 1 limit of the structure con-
stantsBHr;�(j; `) computed in [25] and reproduced in the Appendix, eq. (5.9). Using the explicit
formula for the Liouville bulk-boundary structure constants BL (A.18), we compute their semi-
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classical limitb2 = 1k�2 ! 0 (assumingr; j; ` stay fixed):limb!0BLr2�b� i4b (�; � � 12b) = 4�(��L�b�2e2r)�1�j� 2̀ZiR dp2�ie(�2r�i�)p�(p+ `+ 2j + 2)�(p+ `+ 1)�(�p� 2j � 1)�(�p)�(`+ 1)�(�2j � 1)= 4�(��b�2)�1�j� 2̀��e� i�2 (2j�`+2)�(�2j + `)�(2j + 2)�(�2j) e(2j�`)rF (`+ 1;�2j + `;�2j;�e�2r)+ e� i�2 (2j+`+2)�(2j + `+ 2)e�(2j+`+2)rF (`+ 1; 2j + `+ 2; 2j + 2;�e�2r)o ;(5.10)

where we make use of the asymptotic behaviour of the special functions (A.8)-(A.11) and of the
auxiliary formulae(�2r�i�)p = e�2r e�i�` sin�(2j + p)� e�i�2j sin�(`+ p)sin�(2j � `) : (5.11)

Let us now predict the minisuperspace limit of the bulk-boundary structure constantsBHr;�(j; `)
by an independent calculation. In the minisuperspace limit, theH+3 model path-integral reduces to
the integral over worldsheet-independent elementsh of H+3 :D�j(xjz)	`(tjw)Eminir � ZH+3 dh �j(xjh)	`(tjh)Æ(Tr [h
℄� 2 sinh r) : (5.12)

Using the explicit formulas for theH+3 elementh (2.3) and the classical fields�j(xjh) (2.5) and	`(tjh) (2.20), the minisuperspace computation is performed as follows:D�j(xjz)	`(tjw)Eminir= �2j + 1� Z d2 d� e2�Æ(e�( + �)� 2 sinh r)(jx� j2e� + e��)2j(jit+ j2e� + e��)`= �2j + 12� Z d2duu2j+`+1 Æ(< � sinh r)(ju(x+ it)� j2 + 1)2j(jj2 + 1)`= jx+ �xj2j�`jx+ itj2`��(�4j � 1)(2 osh r)2j+`+1�(�2j)�(�2j � 1) Z 10 duu2j+`+2 (u2 � 2u tanh r sgn<x+ 1)2j+ 12 ; (5.13)

where was shifted !  � it and rescaled ! e��, we introducedu = e�, and we reached
the last expression by the rescalingu ! (1+jj2)<xjx+itj2 osh ru which allowed the integral over to be
performed.

The remaining integral overu can be performed with the help of the formula (A.12). The
minisuperspace bulk-boundary two-point function is then found to be of the form dictated by the
spacetimeSL(2;R) symmetry (5.3), with the structure constants:BH;minir;� (j; `) = (2 osh r)2`+1��e� i�2 (2j�`+2)�(�2j + `)�(2j + 2)�(�2j) e(2j�`)rF (`+ 1;�2j + `;�2j;�e�2r)+e� i�2 (2j+`+2)�(2j + `+ 2)e�(2j+`+2)rF (`+ 1; 2j + `+ 2; 2j + 2;�e�2r)o : (5.14)
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Up to a renormalization of the fields, this agrees with the prediction (5.10) from ourH+3 -Liouville
relation.

A. Appendix

A.1 Special functions

The function(x) is built from Euler’s Gamma function:(x) = �(x)�(1� x) : (A.1)

We use the special functions�b, �b andSb which usually appear in the study of Liouville theory
at parameterb > 0 and background chargeQ = b + b�1. We use the same conventions as [26],
where some more details can be found. The following definitions are valid for0 < <x < Q:

log�b(x) = Z 10 dtt " e�xt � e�Qt=2(1� e�bt)(1 � e�t=b) � (Q=2� x)22 e�t � Q=2� xt # ; (A.2)

log�b = Z 10 dtt "�Q2 � x�2 e�t � sinh2(Q2 � x) t2
sinhbt2 sinh t2b # ; (A.3)

logSb = Z 10 dtt " sinh(Q2 � x)t2sinh( bt2 )sinh( t2b ) � (Q� 2x)t # : (A.4)

These functions can be extended to a meromorphic function onthe complex plane thanks to the
shift equations�b(x+ b) = p2�bbx� 12�(bx) �b(x) ; �b(x+ 1=b) = p2�b�xb+ 12�(x=b) �b(x) (A.5)�b(x+ b) = �(bx)�(1� bx)b1�2bx�b(x) ; �b(x+ 1=b) = �(x=b)�(1� x=b)b2x=b�1�b(x) (A.6)Sb(x+ b) = 2sin(�bx)Sb(x) ; Sb(x+ 1=b) = 2sin(�x=b)Sb(x) (A.7)

The three special functions are related:Sb(x) = �b(x)�b(Q�x) and�b(x) = 1�b(x)�b(Q�x) .
Using the integral representations for the special functions, one can study their behaviour forb! 0 while keeping the quantityx fixed:�b(bx)! (2�b3) 12 (x� 12 )�(x) ; �b(Q� bx)! � b2�� 12 (x� 12 ) ; (A.8)�b(bx) ! 1bx� 12�(x) ; (A.9)Sb(bx)! (2�b2)x� 12�(x) ; Sb( 12b + bx)! 2x� 12 ; (A.10)Y� Sb( 12b + bx� i r�b ) ! �osh rp2 �1�2x : (A.11)
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A.2 Useful formulas

The following formula [27] is used in Section 5.Z 10 dxx�(1� 2x tanh r + x2)� = �(�+ 1)�(�2� � �� 1)�(�2�)� (2 osh r)��� 12 e�r(�+ 12 )F ���� � � 12 ; �+ � + 32 ; 12 � �; 1e�2r + 1� : (A.12)

The following formulas are useful for transforming some correlators in the(x; t) basis into corre-
lators in the(�; �) basis.ZC d2x ei=�xjxj2� = �(� + 1)j�j�2��2 ; (A.13)ZR dt f(sgnt)jtj�e�it� = j�j���1�(�+ 1) hf(sgn�)e�i�2 (�+1) + f(�sgn�)ei�2 (�+1)i :(A.14)

The conformal blocks which are relevant for Section 5 involve hypergeometric functions which can
undergo a quadratic transformation:F (a; b; 2b; z) = �12 + 14 2�zp1�z� 12�b (1� z)�a2� F �b� a+ 12 ; a� b+ 12 ; b+ 12 ; 12 � 14 2�zp1�z� : (A.15)

A.3 Some Liouville theory formulas

We mostly follow conventions of [26]. We consider Liouvilletheory with parameterb > 0, back-
ground chargeQ = b+ b�1, central charge = 1 + 6Q2, and interaction strength�L.

One-point function on a disc:hV�(z)is = jz � �zj�2��(��L(b2))Q�2�2b� �(1� b(Q� 2�))�(1 � b�1(Q� 2�))��2 14 (2� �Q) osh 2�s(Q� 2�) : (A.16)

Boundary reflection coefficient and two-point function:hsB�1(w1)s0B�2(w2)si = jw � �wj�2��1 �Æ(�1 + �2 �Q) +RLs;s0(�1)Æ(�1 � �2)� ;RLs;s0(�) = h��L(b2)b2�2b2iQ�2�2b �b(2� �Q)�b(Q� 2�)Y�� Sb �Q� � + i(�s� s0)� : (A.17)

Bulk-boundary two-point function [25]:hV�(z)B�(w)is = jz � �zj���2�� jz � wj�2��BLs (�; �) ;BLs (�; �) = i2� 14 h��L(b2)b2�2b2iQ�2���2b �3b(Q� �)�b(2Q� 2�� �)�b(2�� �)�b(Q)�b(�)�b(Q� 2�)�b(2�)�b(Q� 2�)� Z i1�i1 dp e�4�spY� Sb(�+ ��Q2 � p)Sb(�� ��Q2 � p) : (A.18)
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From this, one can deduce the bulk-boundary OPE of a bulk degenerate fieldV� 12b which is relevant

for our continuity assumption (3.17). There is a subtlety: due to the pole structure ofBLs (�; �), the
degenerate limit of the bulk-boundary OPE yieldsBLs (� 12b ; Q) = lim�!� 12b Res�=b�2� BLs (�; �) ; (A.19)

instead of the incorrect formulaBLs (� 12b ; Q) ?= lim�!� 12b Res�=Q BLs (�; �) which one might naively

have expected. The correct result isBLs (� 12b ; Q) = 2b�2 ���L(b2)� 12b2 �(�1� 2b�2)�(�b�2) osh 2�b�1s : (A.20)

Operator product expansion of a degenerate boundary field:s+B�(w)s�B� 12b (y)s+ � jw � yjb�1(Q��)CLs+(� js�� 12b ; Q� � � 12b)s+B�+ 12b (w)s++ jw � yjb�1�CLs+(� js�� 12b ; Q� � + 12b)s+B�� 12b (w)s+ ; (A.21)

with the degenerate boundary structure constantsCLs+(� js�� 12b ; Q� � + 12b) = 1CLs+(� js�� 12b ; Q� � � 12b) = RLs�;s+(�)RLs+;s+(Q� � � 12b) = 2b�2� ���L(b�1)� 12b2 ���(1� 2b�1�)�(2b�1� � b�1Q) os �(b�1� � b�1Q2 ) os �(b�1� � b�1Q2 � 2ib�1s+) ;(A.22)

wheres+ = s� � i2b . The particular case of the OPE of two degenerate boundary fields� = � 12b
is relevant for our continuity assumption (3.16).
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